We investigate the phase diagram of the Haldane-Falicov-Kimball model -a model combining topology, interactions and spontaneous disorder at finite temperatures. Using an unbiased numerical method, we map out the phase diagram on the interaction-temperature plane. Along with known phases, we unveil an insulating charge ordered state with gapless excitations and a temperaturedriven gapless topological insulating phase. Intrinsic -temperature generated -disorder, is the key ingredient explaining the unexpected behavior. Our findings support the possibility of having temperature-driven topological phase transitions into gapped and gapless topological insulating phases in systems with a large mass unbalance in fermionic species.
Understanding the effects of disorder, interactions and temperature on topological phases of matter is essential to predict the topological properties and their stability in real-world materials [1] . Some of these effects are quite subtle and may have dichotomic features. For example, topological phases are suppressed in the presence of strong nearest-neighbor (NN) [2] or Hubbard-like interactions [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . However, interaction-induced magnetic order was found to coexist with topological phases [13] [14] [15] [16] and some studies showed that interactions themselves could induce a topological phase on a trivial band, forming the so-called topological Mott insulator [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . Even if this phase is disputed outside the mean-field scope in some models [25] [26] [27] [28] , it has been confirmed in others [29, 30] .
The influence of correlations at finite temperatures on topological insulators (TI) also shows opposite trends [31] [32] [33] . Although thermal fluctuations are responsible for the destruction of topological order when large enough [34, 35] , they can also drive different types of topological phases [31, 36] .
The role of disorder on topological phases is also subtle. For TI within the unitary class [37] [38] [39] (for which time-reversal symmetry is broken), disorder effects localize every eigenstate except two bulk extended states that carry opposite Chern numbers [40, 41] . The merging of these states, for a sufficiently large disorder strength, is associated with the destruction of the topological phase. Interestingly, a disorder-induced transition into a new topologically nontrivial phase -the topological Anderson insulator (TAI) -was also shown to be possible [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] .
In this Letter, we explore some of the dichotomic aspects above by fully characterizing an interacting quantum model that crucially combines non-trivial topology, disorder, temperature, and interaction effects, and which can be efficiently studied by unbiased numerical methods. Our main results are summarized in Fig. 1 , which depicts the different phases as a function of the temperature, T , and of the interaction magnitude, U . As a central result, topological order was found to appear for intermediate U values when T is increased, and to extend into the gapless region of the phase diagram at higher T , giving rise to a temperature-driven gapless topological insulating phase (GTI).
Model.-Our starting point is the Falicov-Kimball model (FKM) [47] , a limiting case of the Hubbard model for which one of the spin fermion species is infinitely massive, rendering these fermions -the f -electrons -immobile. For a half-filled bipartite lattice at T = 0, the f - Phases at intermediate-to high-T , outside the charge density wave phase (CDW): topological insulator (TI) for small U , gapless topological insulator (GTI) and gapless insulator (GI) for intermediary U , and Mott-like insulating phase (MI) for large U . Phases at low-T , inside the CDW phase: phases with similar features as their high-T counterparts were found and the suffix "-CDW" was added. The thin (red) and dasheddotted (blue) curves correspond, respectively, to the topological and CDW phase transitions and the thick (green) curve bounds the gapless region of the phase diagram.
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electrons order in a charge density wave (CDW) state for any finite value of the interaction strength between the localized and itinerant electrons [48] [49] [50] [51] . Recently, the full T -dependent phase diagram of the 2D FKM was obtained with Monte Carlo (MC) techniques unveiling an Anderson insulating phase overlooked in previous studies [52] . The averaging on the configurations of f -electrons, sampled according to the total partition function with the MC method, acts as a disorder potential to itinerant electrons rendering possible that their eigenstates become localized without the presence of explicit disorder. We combine the interacting nature of the FKM with the topological features of the first theoretical model of a TI under a zero net magnetic field -the Haldane model [53] -which, although robust to small disorder, has its topological properties destroyed for large enough disorder strengths [54] [55] [56] [57] . The Hamiltonian of the Haldane-Falicov-Kimball model (HFKM) is defined aŝ
depicting a species of itinerant electrons (c-electrons) with creation operatorsĉ † i and another of localized electrons (f -electrons) whose local density at site i is given by the number n We focus on the case of half-filling for both species -one particle per unit cell -and therefore set µ c = µ f = U/2. In what follows, t = 1 sets the energy scale and t 2 = 0.1t.
Given that the f -electron densities n f i (= 0, 1) can be seen as classical variables, the partition function can be written as
where is the effective Hamiltonian obtained after taking the trace over the c-electrons' degrees of freedom and is defined in terms of the eigenvalues E j ({n f }) ofĤ obtained for a fixed configuration {n f }. In this from, the model is amenable to classical Monte Carlo sampling.
Observables.-For the f -electrons, we focus on describing the CDW phase transition, characterized by an order parameter corresponding to the staggered occupation of f -electrons on sublattices A and B, n Fig. 2 a. Regarding the c-electrons, we investigate the following observables: the Chern number C, computed with the method introduced in Ref. [55] , specially developed for systems that are not translationally invariant (see discussion for the validity of this approach below); density of states (DOS), obtained with the eigenvalues of the fermionic degrees of freedom; localization of the eigenstates, studied with the inverse participation ratio (IPR) and level spacing statis- 
Chern number computed through averages on Monte Carlo configurations of f -electrons for different system sizes, with fixed U (a) and T (b). The crossing points of these curves were used to obtain the topological phase transition curve in Fig. 1 .
tics (LSS) methods. In our definition, the IPR is computed for a given energy E α as
is the amplitude of the eigenvector with energy E α at site i. An IPR histogram can then be obtained as a function of the energy by sampling a large number of MC configurations; this quantity scales to zero with the system's volume if we deal with extended states, and to a constant if the states are localized. The LSS also provides a simple way of distinguishing between extended and localized states: for extended states, level repulsion is expected and the spacings between energy levels assume a Wigner distribution with variance (σ/ s ) 2 = 0.178 (for the case of the unitary class to which the HFKM belongs), where s is the average value of the distribution of level spacings s; for localized states, the level spacing distribution acquires a Poisson-like shape with a larger variance [59] . In what follows, we describe the properties of the different phases in Fig. 1 .
(CDW).-Below the T CDW curve, dashed-dotted (blue) line in Figs. 1 and 2 a, the f -electrons start ordering in a checkerboard-like pattern for which only one of the sublattices is occupied as sketched in the honeycomb cell in Fig. 2 a. To better understand the behavior of the CDW phase transition curve, we perform a mapping to the 2D antiferromagnetic Ising model at small and large U and the phase transition curves can be obtained with a perturbative analysis [58] . These curves were computed up to second order in the perturbation which involves either the terms with U or with the hoppings t and t 2 and are shown in Fig. 2 a, as full (red) lines. For U 1, the T CDW (U ) curve is quadratic whereas at large interactions, it is inversely proportional to U -the agreement with MC is remarkable.
Besides the expected trivial gapped CDW phase (MI-CDW), as found in Ref. [52] for the FKM, the HFKM additionally hosts a topological insulating phase with charge ordering (TI-CDW) along with a peculiar region of the phase diagram for which the c-electron spectrum is gapless inside the CDW phase (GI-CDW). The former had already been noticed in Refs. [33, 60] and contrasts with the results of the spinless fermion Haldane model with NN interactions for which there is no region of coexistence between the CDW and TI phases [2] . Figure. 2 b compares the DOS inside the MI-CDW and GI-CDW phases for U = 2.5 and L = 16, for which the transition between gapped and gapless regimes can be clearly seen. To ensure that the GI-CDW phase does not stem from a finite-size effect, we compute the DOS at the Fermi energy (E = 0) in an energy window corresponding to 1% of the total bandwidth and by counting the number of states inside, while decreasing the window's width proportionally to the system size. An example of this scaling is shown in figure Fig. 2 e for a point inside the GI-CDW phase, for which it can be seen that the DOS(E = 0) is stabilized and does not scale to zero.
(TI and GTI).-The TI is a gapped topological phase, i.e., DOS(E) = 0 for |E| < ∆ Top /2 and Chern number C = 1, with ∆ Top being the topological gap. At T = 0, the f -electrons only occupy one of the sublattices and therefore act as a staggered potential for the c-electrons. This means that the topological insulating phase exists between U = 0 and U = 6 √ 3t 2 ≈ 1, value at which the gap closes and reopens signaling the topological phase transition (TPT) [53] . When we increase T , the topological phase still exists and extends to larger U . This is expected for the Haldane model with binary disorder -the large T limit, depicted by the vertical lines in the phase diagram (Fig. 1) at T 1 [61] -where the topological phase is only destroyed for U ≈ 2.7, meaning there must be a T -driven TPT for 1 U 2.7. The corresponding phase transition curve is shown in Fig. 1 as a thin continuous (red) line [62] and some of the Chern number curves used to compile it are shown in Fig. 3 . We argue that this T -driven topological transition is reminiscent of the TAI phenomenon, for which disorder-induced transitions into topological phases can occur. Although there is no quenched disorder in the system, thermal fluctuations act as to promote an annealed disorder, i.e., the thermal average on the f -electron configurations acts as a disordered potential to the c-electrons. As a result, the topological phase extends into the gapless region of the phase diagram for higher T .
We notice in Fig. 2 c, that the topological gap existing in the TI phase is closed in the GTI phase as one increases the interactions but the Chern number is unchanged (C = 1), as can be seen in Fig. 3 b. For the TPT from MI-CDW into the TI phase with increasing T , the gap closes and reopens at the phase transition curve. On the other hand, the TPT from the GTI into the GI phase (the GI is further analysed below) is accompanied by the merging of the only two extended states that exist in the spectrum and carry opposite Chern numbers.
Topological phases are robust at finite T provided the thermal fluctuation energy k B T does not exceed the energy separation of the extended states, as all the eigen-
▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ states in-between are localized and cannot change the Chern number, similarly to the case of the integer quantum Hall effect. This condition breaks down near the TPT curve of Fig. 1 . However, as shown in Fig. 4 a, only slightly away from the TPT line, the extended states already have an energy separation ∆E ≈ 4 k B T ≈ 0.1, allowing for a T -driven TPT into gapped and gapless TIs.
(GI and MI).-Increasing U from the GTI phase leads to an interaction-driven TPT into a trivial gapless insulating phase (GI). If we continue increasing U , the c-electron spectrum acquires a Mott-like gap (MI). The corresponding DOS within the GI and MI phases is exemplified in Fig. 2 d. This phase transition resembles the one found for the 2D FKM in Ref. [52] , for increasing interactions between an Anderson and a Mott insulator.
Gapless insulators.-We report, in Fig. 4 a, the LSS results for the GTI and GI phases. In the GTI phase, the standard deviation of the level spacing distributions, σ/ s , has the expected value for the Wigner distribution (horizontal line) at the particular energies corresponding to the two extended states that carry opposite Chern numbers. Away from these particular values, and within all the GI phase, σ/ s raises above the Wigner distribution prediction signaling the localization of eigenstates. The IPR, for the GI phase, is depicted in Fig. 4 d. Around E = 0, it is almost unchanged with the system size thus, the corresponding states are undoubtedly localized. However, for larger |E| values, the IPR decreases with the system size. A finite-size analysis is shown in Fig. 4 e, where the unit slope associated with the scaling IPR ∝ V −1 is depicted by the (red) dashed line. Nonetheless, the slopes at different energies are always smaller than one, suggesting that localization is robust for every energy in the GI phase. These results are compatible with the following scenario: outside the CDW phase, spatial correlations between f -electron occupations in GTI and GI phases decay exponentially with a characteristic length ξ. For distances larger then ξ, the disorder potential felt by the c-electrons becomes uncorrelated. These phases smoothly extend to large T , for which ξ 1 and where disordered effects become equivalent to those of a binary quenched potential [61] .
For the GI-CDW, Figs. 4 b and 4 c, a similar analysis suggests that although the eigenstates are localized around E = 0, there are also regions of extended states. Figure 4 c shows that the IPR becomes smaller with V for −3 E −1 (and 1 E 3, not shown) and Fig. 4 b indicates that for two energies in this interval, the IPR indeed scales with V −1 for the used system sizes. This is in apparent contradiction with results for σ/ s (not shown), where all energies rise above the Wigner distribution prediction indicating that all eigenstates should be localized. These seemingly contradicting facts can be reconciled by noticing that, inside the CDW phase, ξ diverges and the disordered potential experienced by the c-electrons becomes long-range correlated. In twodimensions, systems with long-range spatially correlated disorder have been shown to support spectral regions of extended states [63] [64] [65] , moreover, Wigner distribution predictions are expected not to hold for such kind of disorder. Figure 1 shows that the GI-CDW phase is created, starting from the T = 0 gapped CDW, by increasing T . Our results show that the gap starts being populated by localized states induced by the thermal fluctuations. Here, again, disorder is correlated and may support extended states for a finite disorder strength. The important question is whether a region of extended states still survives upon entering the GI-CDW phase or if all states are already localized for this value of T . Although our results strongly suggest the former, we cannot definitely exclude the latter scenario which will require working with substantially larger systems sizes. If confirmed, the coexistence of spectral regions of extended and localized states would correspond to one of the first examples of a many-body mobility edge in a strong interacting system and may suggest similar phenomena to be present in the case of finite mass-ratio between electronic species.
Summarizing the central result of our work: we introduce the HFKM model allowing to effectively study the interplay of topology and interactions at finite temperatures and provide a complete characterization of the phase diagram. We show the possibility of having a temperature-driven topological phase transition into gapped and gapless topological insulators; finally, we find an insulating charge ordered state with gapless excita-tions where spectral regions of extended and localized states seem to coexist due to the long range nature of the interaction-induced disorder potential.
All the ingredients for the experimental realization of the HFKM with ultracold atoms in optical lattices are separately available: there are recent implementations of mass unbalanced fermions [66, 67] ; and, the Haldane model has recently been successfully realized [68] . A direct verification of our results should therefore be achievable with state-of-the-art technology.
The 
